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Prices in USA (Dollar)

License
Price Support Price Licensing 

Metric

Oracle Linux Network -               119.00 System

Oracle Linux Basic Limited -               499.00 System

Oracle Linux Basic -               1,199.00 System

Oracle Linux Premier Limited -               1,399.00 System

Oracle Linux Premier -               2,299.00 System
Prices in USA (Dollar)

USA (Dollar)

Oracle Linux Support

1 Year Support 1, 2

Oracle Linux Support

March 1, 2019

Oracle Linux Support and Oracle VM Support Global Price List
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License
Price Support Price Licensing 

Metric

Oracle Linux Network -               357.00 System

Oracle Linux Basic Limited -               1,497.00 System

Oracle Linux Basic -               3,597.00 System

Oracle Linux Premier Limited -               4,197.00 System

Oracle Linux Premier -               6,897.00 System
Prices in USA (Dollar)

License
Price Support Price Licensing 

Metric

Oracle VM Premier Limited -               599.00 System

Oracle VM Premier -               1,199.00 System

Oracle VM Premier Limited -               1,797.00 System

Oracle VM Premier -               3,597.00 System
Prices in USA (Dollar)

Metric License 
Price

Software Update 
License & 
Support

Minimum

Oracle VM VirtualBox Enterprise4 Named User Plus 50 11.00 100
Socket 1,000 220.00 1

1

3 Year Support 1, 2

3 Year Support 3

Oracle VM Support

Oracle Linux support services are provided at the support level and for the term defined in your order. When ordering Oracle 
Linux support services you must comply with the following availability rules:

 - Oracle Linux Premier Limited and Oracle Linux Basic Limited support services are available only for systems with no more 
than 2 physical CPUs per system. Where computers are clustered, each system within the cluster must have no more than 2 
physical CPUs.
 - Oracle Linux Premier, Oracle Linux Basic and Oracle Linux Network support services are available for systems with any 
number of physical CPUs per system. 

1 Year Support 3

Oracle VM VirtualBox Enterprise

Footnotes
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2

3

4

Extended Support is available for Oracle Linux at the following uplift rates:

Year 11 after product release:  10% of Premier Subscription
Year 12 after product release:  20% of Premier Subscription
Year 13 after product release:  20% of Premier Subscription 

OracleVM Pricing Policies and Practices
Migrating from existing Virtual Iron Support Contracts

Discount Schedule
The standard Oracle E-Business discount applies to the purchase of Oracle Linux, Oracle VM support services, and Oracle 
VM VirtualBox Enterprise.

Oracle VM VirtualBox Enterprise Definitions
Named User Plus is defined as an individual authorized by you to use the programs which are installed on a single server or 
multiple servers, regardless of whether the individual is actively using the programs at any given time. A non human operated 
device will be counted as a named user plus in addition to all individuals authorized to use the programs, if such devices can 
access the programs.  If multiplexing hardware or software (e.g., a TP monitor or a web server product) is used, this number 
must be measured at the multiplexing front end.  Automated batching of data from computer to computer is permitted.  You 
are responsible for ensuring that the named user plus per processor minimums are maintained for the programs contained in 
the user minimum table in the licensing rules section;  the minimums table provides for the minimum number of named users 
plus required and all actual users must be licensed.

Oracle Linux Definitions

System: is defined as the computer on which the Oracle Linux programs are installed. Where 
computers/blades are clustered, each computer/blade within the cluster shall be defined as a system.  

System: is defined as the computer on which the Oracle VM–Server programs are installed. Where computers/blades are 
clustered, each computer/blade within the cluster shall be defined as a system. For purposes of calculating the price of the 
Oracle VM support services, the computers where the Oracle VM–Manager programs are installed are not counted.

Oracle VM support services are provided at the support level and for the term defined in your order. When ordering Oracle 
VM support services you must comply with the following availability rules:

 - Oracle VM Premier Limited support services are available only for systems with no more than 2 physical CPUs per system.
 - Oracle VM Premier support services are available for systems with any number of physical CPUs per system. 

Oracle VM Definitions

Customers who do not require Software Update License & Support can download and use VirtualBox from 
http://virtualbox.org at no license charge. If Software Update License & Support later becomes necessary, customer must 
purchase Oracle VM VirtualBox Enterprise licenses from this price list.

Physical CPU: is defined as each monolithic integrated circuit responsible for executing a system’s programs.  A monolithic 
integrated circuit with multiple cores or hyperthreading is counted as a single physical CPU when determining the total 
number of physical CPUs in a system.

Socket is defined as a slot that houses a chip (or a multi-chip module) which contains a collection of one or more cores. 
Regardless of the number of cores, each chip (or multi-chip module) shall count as a single socket. All occupied sockets on 
which the Oracle program is installed and/or running must be licensed. 

Physical CPU: is defined as each monolithic integrated circuit responsible for executing a system’s 
programs.  A monolithic integrated circuit with multiple cores or hyperthreading is counted as a single 
physical CPU when determining the total number of physical CPUs in a system.
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Migrating from existing competitive offerings

Customers wishing to transition from Virtual Iron support to Oracle VM support receive a "duration credit" for the remaining term of 
their Virtual Iron support contract.
Upon purchase of a new Oracle VM Support Contract ("New Contract"), Oracle will append the time remaining on an active Virtual 
Iron support contract ("Existing Contract") to the term of the New Contract. The "duration" credit may only be applied to systems 
currently supported under the Existing Contract. The Virtual Iron support services will be deemed terminated upon execution of 
this option.

An incentive is available to customers who are currently under a service contract(s) for Linux support with another service provider 
to encourage them to migrate to an Oracle Linux support offering. Provided the customer meets the criteria as listed below, they 
will receive a duration credit that can be applied to the migrated system(s) under Oracle Linux support. The duration credit is not 
a monetary credit. Rather, the customer will receive an extended service term with a defined end date. Refer to the Oracle Linux 
Support and Oracle VM Support Global Price List for further details on how to apply the duration credit.
 

Key criteria that must be validated:

• Contract(s) with another service provider must be current and have been in place prior to the effective date of the order.
• For a migration from Red Hat, the current contracted service with Red Hat must be a minimum of the Red Hat standard (or 
equivalent) service level subscriptions on a version/support generally available from Red Hat, or covered under Red Hat extended 
lifecycle support.
• For a migration from SUSE, the current service contract with SUSE must be for a minimum of SUSE standard or SUSE Linux 
Enterprise Server with Expanded Support (or equivalent) service level subscriptions on a version/support generally available from 
SUSE, or covered under SUSE extended lifecycle support.
• A customer can receive a duration credit one time for each unique subscription and/or server being replaced which are covered 
under the active competitive contract(s).
(Example): A customer has 2 Red Hat contracts for 500 subscriptions each - 1000 subscriptions in total. Oracle wins the first half 
of the business for the first 500 subscriptions covered by one of the Red Hat contracts, and the customer qualifies for a duration 
credit. Then 12 months later, Oracle wins the second half of the business for the final 500 subscriptions covered by the other 
(second) Red Hat contract. Therefore, the same customer would qualify for a duration credit again because it’s a different 
subscription on a separate Red Hat contract for which they did not previously qualify for the duration credit.
• The customer must purchase a subscription with a length greater than or equal to the duration of the period remaining on the 
contract from which they will migrate.

Because the contract between the customer and the customer's current Linux service support provider is confidential, we cannot 
request to view such contract to validate the above criteria. Instead, proof of validation criteria is provided by the customer upon 
signing the Oracle Linux and Oracle VM Ordering Document, which contains specific contract language. Please refer to the Oracle 
Linux and Oracle VM Contracts Options Document for specific language.

For example:
You have an active Virtual Iron support contract with six months of the term remaining. You purchase a  new one year Oracle VM 
support contract. The term of your New Contract will be eighteen months (twelve months new purchase plus six months duration 
credit) . The price of your New Contract will be based on the twelve month price for Oracle VM Premier.


